Though only a decade has elapsed since the default network (DN) was first defined as a large-scale brain system, recent years have brought great insight into the network's adaptive functions. A growing theme highlights the DN as playing a key role in internally directed or self-generated thought. Here, we synthesize recent findings from cognitive science, neuroscience, and clinical psychology to focus attention on two emerging topics as current and future directions surrounding the DN. First, we present evidence that self-generated thought is a multifaceted construct whose component processes are supported by different subsystems within the network. Second, we highlight the dynamic nature of the DN, emphasizing its interaction with executive control systems when regulating aspects of internal thought. We conclude by discussing clinical implications of disruptions to the integrity of the network, and consider disorders when thought content becomes polarized or network interactions become disrupted or imbalanced.
Introduction
Despite constant sensory stimulation from the busy world surrounding us, the human mind has the capacity to overcome external constraints in favor of a different time, place, or mental perspective. Whether commuting to work or trying unsuccessfully to concentrate during a long meeting, we often find ourselves simulating past experiences, planning upcoming activities, and reflecting on the lives of other people. Characterized by their independence from external stimuli, these self-generated thoughts (Box 1) are a complex and heterogeneous class of cognition. Sometimes they are formed with effort and purpose and can be directly related to personal goals and aspirations; other times they unfold without our intent, hijacking attention until a salient stimulus or intermittent moment of awareness alerts us to the present moment.
1,2 Selfgenerated thoughts can also be a source of creative insight, facilitating novel solutions to ongoing problems. 3 At the same time, such thoughts can lead to distress and unhappiness, 4 disrupting task performance and preventing us from dealing with immediate concerns. 5 Understanding the psychological and neural mechanisms underlying self-generated thoughts, including their adaptive and maladaptive functional outcomes, has been a key aim of cognitive and neuroscientific research in recent years.
An established body of research over the last decade has pinpointed a large-scale brain system referred to as the default network a (DN; Box 2; Fig. 1 ) as supporting several aspects of spontaneous and a We use default network 7 instead of default mode 9 because the latter refers to passive states, which may obscure the adaptive functions of the network. The former is meant to emphasize its role as a large-scale brain system whose functions may extend beyond the resting state.
Box 1. Self-generated thought and related terms
Thoughts and feeling can arise that are only loosely related to ongoing sensory input. In the literature, these experiences have been described using a wide range of terms. Some capture their independence from ongoing events such as task-unrelated thought or stimulus-independent thought. Others capture their internal rather than external focus: internally directed, spontaneous, or autobiographical thought. One term that captures both their active nature and their relative independence from ongoing sensory input is self-generated thought. 2 These experiences can occur as part of a task if a decision must be made that depends on an internal representation to reconstruct or imagine a situation, understand a stimulus, or generate an answer to a question. They can also occur independently from an external task, such as when individuals daydream or mind-wander when performing a task, or while resting with no explicit task to perform. Mental content during self-generated experiences depend to a large extent upon associative and constructive processes that take place within an individual and can be contrasted with thoughts whose primary referent can be derived simply from immediate perceptual input (perceptually generated thought).
r The studies considered in this review, as well as several meta-analyses, demonstrate that the DN is active during both task-relevant and task-irrelevant examples of self-generated thought. These findings demonstrate that the DN is characterized not by its opposition to a task but by the type of self-generated mental content it supports.
r Many of the neural systems that support externally focused tasks show coordinated activity at rest (such as the motor network or the visual network). One important question that these observations raise is whether spontaneous changes in regions outside of the DN contribute to an individual's self-generated experiences, and if so what cognitive or experiential properties they represent.
r An important avenue for future work will be a clearer delineation of brain regions involved in the mechanisms driving self-generated thought on the one hand, and the content of self-generated thought on the other. deliberate self-generated thought. [6] [7] [8] The DN has received widespread interest from several subdisciplines in the social and biological sciences for its psychological and clinical relevance. When Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, and Schacter published their initial review of the network in 2008, 7 several questions remained unanswered. What do people think about when left to their own musings? Are different aspects of self-generated thought supported by distinct components within the DN? How does the DN interact with other large-scale brain systems when maintaining an internal train of thought? Though recent years have contributed substantial progress toward answering these questions, much still remains to be understood. Here, we synthesize this research, drawing parallels with a growing psychological literature on mind-wandering and highlighting several avenues for future research.
We first challenge common notions that the DN is a passive brain network by reviewing evidence suggesting it contributes to several active forms of internally directed cognition. Next, we examine selfgenerated thought and the DN on a finer scale, synthesizing recent findings that self-generated thought is composed of multiple component processes partly supported by distinct subsystems within the DN. In light of research examining the DN within a larger connectome of interacting brain systems, we suggest that the DN does not operate in isolation, but rather interacts with other brain systems when maintaining or inhibiting an internal train of thought. Finally, we propose that the DN and self-generated thought is directly relevant to psychopathology and disease. One paradox about selfgenerated thoughts is that they can be associated with both costs and benefits, and this trade-off varies widely across individuals. [10] [11] [12] [13] In light of this observation, we highlight the content of self-generated thought and the context under which it occurs as two key factors underlying why the experience can be detrimental for some individuals, yet beneficial for others.
The DN plays an active role in self-generated cognition
When the DN was first characterized, it was mainly appreciated for its elevated activity during passivecontrol conditions, and its relative absence during externally focused goal-directed tasks. 9 For what are likely historical reasons, the notion that the DN exhibited task-induced deactivations led to its description as a "task-negative network" and the idea that it supports passive rather than active mental states. 14 We suggest that this view of the DN is erroneous, and fails to acknowledge that the goals of an individual almost always extend beyond the here and 51 Choi et al., 53 and Buckner et al. 52 (B) The default network revealed by a meta-analysis of functional neuroimaging data using NeuroSynth software. 65 Shown are false discovery rate-corrected reverse inference statistical maps (P term|activation) for meta-analyses corresponding to default mode, default network, or default mode network.
now. 6, 15, 16 The paradigms favored by most cognitive scientists define goal states as performing cognitive operations on external sensory input, a definition that has obscured the possibility that the DN serves important psychological functions.
A review of the literature on the DN reveals that it increases its activity during goal-directed cognitive tasks, as long as experimental conditions require participants to engage in directed forms of selfgenerated thought. Tasks that activate the network often require participants to retrieve episodic, autobiographical, or semantic information, think about or plan aspects of their personal future, imagine novel scenes, infer the mental states of other people, reason about moral dilemmas or other scenarios, comprehend narratives, self-reflect, reference information to one's self, appraise or reappraise emotional information, and so on. [6] [7] [8] As with most experiments, many of these tasks involve an external stimulus and require a motor or vocal response. However, what seems unique to conditions that recruit the DN is their need to actively self-generate mental contents in order to arrive at the desired action.
The DN is sometimes transiently engaged during externally focused tasks, particularly those that are easy, boring, or highly practiced. This activity can signify the presence of mind-wandering, a term that refers to a shift in attentional focus toward unrelated self-generated information at the cost of task-relevant perceptual stimuli. [17] [18] [19] [20] Participants' spontaneous self-generated thoughts may also contribute to the DN's high metabolic activity during unconstrained periods of passive rest (often referred to as the resting state). This idea was initially highlighted by Andreasen and colleagues, 21 who reasoned that similar patterns of regional blood flow between autobiographical memory and rest tasks were attributable to the presence of spontaneous thoughts that consisted of "a mixture of freely wandering past recollection, future plans, and other personal thoughts and experiences." Recent studies employing experience-sampling methods or retrospective self-report questionnaires support these findings, revealing that participants spend a considerable amount of time engaged in self-generated thoughts during periods of awake rest. [22] [23] [24] Below, we examine the phenomenological characteristics of these thoughts, revealing that they often reflect an active mental process.
Self-generated thought comprises multiple component processes
Self-generated thoughts unrelated to external input or immediate tasks are common features of daily life. Experience-sampling studies estimate that adults spend between 30% and 50% of their waking day engaged in thoughts unrelated to ongoing activities, 4, [25] [26] [27] and a close examination of the nature of these thoughts suggests that they are a complex and heterogeneous phenomena. 28 Although most studies have focused on one or two aspects of self-generated thought or their interactions, 29, 30 a few have assessed multiple types of content across large groups of individuals, elucidating their complexity ( Fig. 2A and B) . 12, 23, 24, 31, 32 Collectively, these studies suggest that self-generated thoughts can be characterized according to multiple interacting dimensions, including their personal significance, temporal orientation, valence, social orientation, level of specificity/detail, somatosensory awareness, and representational format (inner speech vs. visual imagery). 12, 23, 24, 31, 32 The content of self-generated thoughts suggests that they serve an adaptive purpose by allowing individuals to prepare for upcoming events, 33 form a sense of self-identity and continuity across time, 30, 34 and navigate the social world. [35] [36] [37] On average, adults tend to rate their thoughts as goal oriented and personally significant, 12, 13, 22, 32, 38, 39 yet thoughts also commonly involve other people. 12, 31, 37 Additionally, self-generated thoughts tend to have a temporal focus, being characterized more by a prospective than a retrospective bias. 22, 27, 30, 32, 33, 40 The content of self-generated thought also evolves in a complex manner with the passage of time. For example, processing negative information increases the frequency of negative and retrospective thoughts, 29, 40, 41 and task-unrelated thoughts can also lead to subsequent unhappiness. 4 Thinking about the self increases the frequency of future thinking, and these prospective experiences mediate the memory advantage for self-referential information. 30 Using lag analysis, Ruby et al. 31 found that social thoughts pertaining to one's past tend to precede negative mental content, whereas social thoughts pertaining to one's future are likely to lead to subsequent positive thoughts (Fig. 2C) . Although self-generated thought often involves constructive experiences, there is a considerable degree of within-and between-subject variability in its functional consequences, and we view this topic as an important direction for future research. Selfgenerated thoughts characterized by polarized content may be symptoms of mental health disorders, 42 and the integrity of the internal experience can also break down in a number of neurodegenerative diseases. 43 These findings are consistent with the content regulation hypothesis, which proposes that variability in the ability to regulate the content of self-generated thought partly underlies its costs and benefits. 10 Links to psychopathology are discussed in following sections.
The DN comprises multiple interacting subsystems
Although converging evidence reveals that the DN plays an important role in self-generated thought, the heterogeneous nature of the experience suggests a parallel level of complexity in the network's functional-anatomic organization. 6, 7, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] Here, we examine the DN on a finer scale, discussing recent evidence from resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) MRI and diffusion tensor imaging that the DN is composed of distinct yet interacting subsystems.
Initial evidence for subsystems within the DN was provided by Andrews-Hanna et al., 50 who used hierarchical clustering analyses to partition RSFC and task-related fMRI data from 11 left-lateralized and midline DN regions into two separable components, each of which were highly correlated with a midline core (Fig. 3A) . A medial temporal subsystem comprised the hippocampus, the parahippocampal cortex, the retrosplenial cortex (RSC), the posterior inferior parietal lobe, and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), while a dorsal medial subsystem comprised the dorsal medial PFC (dmPFC), the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), the lateral temporal cortex, and the temporal pole. Along the cortical midline, the anterior medial PFC (amPFC) and the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) exhibited strong functional coherence with both subsystems and were hypothesized to act as functional hubs, allowing information to transfer between subsystems.
These findings have since been replicated and extended using unbiased whole-brain clustering approaches. Yeo, Buckner, Choi, and colleagues applied clustering algorithms to resting-state activity from 1000 participants, partitioning 1175 51 uniformly spaced regions spanning the cortex, 51 the cerebellum, 52 and the striatum 53 into seven correlated networks of intrinsic activity. This coarse analysis was followed by a finer parcellation subdividing the DN into three bilateral subsystems similar to those identified by Andrews-Hanna and colleagues (Fig. 3B ). Important differences between the two analyses also emerged. The whole-brain clustering approach revealed the medial temporal subsystem lacked the vmPFC, which in turn clustered into a separate limbic network; the dorsal medial subsystem was largely left lateralized and also encompassed lateral prefrontal regions, including the lateral superior frontal cortex, the ventrolateral PFC, and the inferior frontal gyrus; the amPFC-PCC core included additional regions within the bilateral angular gyrus, the anterior temporal lobes, and the superior frontal gyrus. Providing further support for these DN components, Doucet and colleagues 54 observed strong temporal correlations between resting-state components overlapping with the three subsystems identified above. However, the dorsal medial subsystem clustered into a distinct module along with several additional frontoparietal regions, consistent with a more complex attentional role in self-generated thought.
Patterns of anatomical connectivity in humans and macaques are broadly consistent with the presence of anatomical heterogeneity within the DN, although human cortical expansion makes direct comparison between species difficult. 55 While the PCC and amPFC are connected by the cingulum bundle 56, 57 and exhibit widespread connections with additional regions throughout the DN, 56, [58] [59] [60] the medial temporal subsystem is supported by white matter tracts connecting the medial temporal lobe (MTL), the RSC, and the angular gyrus (area 7a in the macaque). 56, 58, 61, 62 Supporting the anatomical basis for the dorsal medial subsystem, the inferior parietal lobe connects to the lateral temporal lobe via the middle longitudinal fasciculus 56, 63 and to the lateral PFC via the arcuate fasciculus. 56 The macaque dmPFC (Brodmann area 9) is also connected to the dorsal and ventrolateral PFC, the superior temporal sulcus, and the temporal pole, whereas connections with the MTL are sparse. 59, 64 In summary, the functional and anatomical properties of the DN suggest a heterogeneous brain system composed of at least three separable components. Below, we explore the possible functions of the subsystems by way of both a meta-analytic and narrative synthesis of recent work on cognitive, social, and affective neuroscience.
DN subsystems support component processes of self-generated thought
Given the functional-anatomic heterogeneity within the DN, combined with the complexity of the self-generated experience, a logical question to pursue is whether the DN components contribute to different aspects of self-generated thought. We first explored this question by conducting large-scale meta-analyses using NeuroSynth to decode the functional properties of the three default subsystem masks in colleagues. 51 Out of 526 meta-analyses in the NeuroSynth database, the dorsal medial subsystem corresponded most strongly with meta-analytic maps pertaining to mentalizing and social cognition (i.e., mentalizing, social, person, theory of mind, mental, scenarios), as well as story comprehension and semantic/conceptual processing (i.e., comprehension, semantic, sentence, story, meaning, knowledge, language, word, syntactic; Fig. 4 ). The medial temporal subsystem corresponded most strongly with metaanalytic maps pertaining to past and future autobiographical thought (i.e., autobiographical, past, future), episodic memory (i.e., episodic, memories, remember, recollection, recall) and contextual retrieval (i.e., contextual, retrieval; Fig. 4) . Finally, the core network associated with self-related processes (i.e., self-referential, self, autobiographical, personal), emotion/evaluation (i.e., positive, negative, moral), and social and mnemonic processes shared by the dorsal medial and medial temporal subsystem (i.e., social, person, mentalizing, recollection, retrieval, memories; Fig. 4 ). These findings provide initial evidence of functional dissociation and interactions among the DN components. Below we interpret these results in the context of existing literature and propose a functional model of the DN.
Core regions may allow individuals to construct personal meaning from salient information The PCC, angular gyrus, and amPFC are the most consistently engaged regions within the DN. Recent studies suggest that the PCC is a heterogeneous brain structure with subdivisions characterized by distinct patterns of structural and functional connectivity, echoing neural signals from several additional large-scale brain networks. 66 The PCC can be broadly subdivided into ventral and dorsal components, with further subdivisions in the dorsal PCC. [66] [67] [68] Consistent with the metaanalytic results, the ventral PCC functionally correlates with the rest of the DN 67 and activates across nearly all self-generated tasks, including tasks of selfreferential processing, episodic or autobiographical memory, future thinking, mentalizing/theory of mind, spatial navigation, and conceptual processing (Fig. 4) . 8, [69] [70] [71] The dorsal PCC functionally correlates with many other brain systems and has been linked to autonomic arousal and awareness 72, 73 and to monitoring for behaviorally relevant stimuli and environmental changes. 66, 74 Both dorsal and ventral subdivisions are strongly anatomically connected with each other and with the adjacent precuneus. 61 These observations suggest that the broader PCC can be viewed as an important zone of integration supporting bottom-up attention to behaviorally relevant sources of information drawn from memory and/or perception. 73 The anterior lateral temporal cortex and the angular gyrus are additional zones of integration within the DN that activate across a variety of tasks ranging from semantic processing to memory retrieval and theory of mind. [75] [76] [77] The anterior lateral temporal cortex plays a key role in conceptual processing 78 and may store semantic knowledge of items and other concrete conceptual information, 79 supported by connections to the ventral visual and auditory "what" processing streams. 80, 81 In contrast, the angular gyrus exhibits widespread patterns of connectivity with the anterior lateral temporal cortex, the remaining DN regions, and with additional regions involved in perception, attention, spatial cognition, and action. 75 The angular gyrus may therefore function as a cross-modal hub, allowing internal and perceptual sources of information to access conceptual representations about events or items in their spatiotemporal context. 75, 79 The amPFC is characterized by extensive patterns of connectivity with the PCC, the dorsal medial and medial temporal subsystems, the ventrally positioned limbic network (including the medial orbitofrontal cortex), and the subcortical regions involved in affect and autonomic arousal/regulation. 50, 82 Consistent with the metaanalysis (Fig. 4) , the amPFC is most appreciated for its role in self-related processing, including when individuals reference information to themselves, retrieve personal knowledge, recall autobiographical memories, consider their future goals or mental states, and simulate personal future events or social interactions. 6, 8, [83] [84] [85] Personal information is often attributed high value; and perceived value elicits overlapping responses in the amPFC, 83, 86 often extending more ventrally. 87 The amPFC also becomes engaged when making decisions pertaining to other people valued, including friends and relatives, [88] [89] [90] as well as those deemed similar 91 (but see Ref. 89) . Though the amPFC has been most robustly linked to positive emotional material and reward, 87 negative emotional material can also engage the amPFC, especially when such material is attributed with high personal significance, as when one anticipates or evaluates physical pain 92, 93 or social threat. 94 Through its widespread connectivity with mnemonic, limbic, autonomic, and semantic structures, the amPFC is well positioned to integrate salient external or internal information (perhaps relayed from the PCC) with one's current affective experience and prior conceptual or episodic knowledge. An emergent outcome of these associations might be the mental construction of an overarching personal meaning, which can subsequently update existing representations and guide thoughts and behavior over longer time scales. 82 The role of the medial temporal subsystem in constructive mental simulation Results of the meta-analysis suggest that the medial temporal subsystem may play an important role in episodic/contextual retrieval and simulating one's future. Though these proposed functions are consistent with the literature, recent studies also implicate the medial temporal subsystem in broader aspects of mental simulation, including associative or constructive processes. [95] [96] [97] [98] Damage to the hippocampus often leads to parallel deficits in remembering and imagining, 99,100 despite preserved narrative processing 101 and an intact ability to infer the mental states of other people. 102 By contrast, parahippocampal cortex damage leads to broad deficits in spatial and scene recognition 103, 104 and lesions to the MTL alter functional coupling with the medial temporal system. 105 RSC lesions often lead to a deficit in spatial navigation known as topographical amnesia, 106 while lesions to the angular gyrus can impair recollective aspects of episodic memory. 107, 108 Consistent with these findings, the medial temporal subsystem is reliably activated when individuals engage in autobiographical memory and episodic future thought, 6, 7, 98 and individual differences in RSFC within the medial temporal subsystem relate to the degree of spontaneous past and future thought experienced during the resting state. 22 Furthermore, task strategies involving the use of imagery-based construction account for a large portion of trial-by-trial variability within the medial temporal subsystem, 50 supporting theories implicating the DN in scene construction 96 or constructive episodic simulation. 98 In a related fashion, Ranganath and Ritchey 77 proposed that a posterior medial memory system, which closely overlaps with the medial temporal subsystem, functions to integrate an object or individual into a situation model, including a particular time, place, and context.
Interestingly, mnemonic retrieval of items previously encoded in laboratory settings also activates the medial temporal subsystem, but only if the mnemonic judgment is associated with a subjective sense of recollection or the task requires participants to retrieve additional contextual details related to how the item was initially encountered, such as the spatial location, the temporal sequence, or the type of judgment in which the item was encoded. 77, 109, 110 Supporting its role in associative aspects of simulation, regions throughout the medial temporal subsystem (in addition to the vmPFC, which clusters into a distinct large-scale brain system 51 ) also become engaged when individuals (1) view objects whose association with a spatial context based on past experiences is strong, 111 (2) retrieve concrete/perceptual knowledge, 69 and (3) acquire and use associative conceptual knowledge to guide decision making. 112 Working together, it is possible that the medial temporal subsystem, through its interactions with the vmPFC, plays a broad role in associative or constructive aspects of mental simulation.
The involvement of the dorsal medial subsystem in mentalizing and conceptual processing Key structures within the dorsal medial subsystem, including the dmPFC and the TPJ, are widely appreciated for their role in mentalizing, [6] [7] [8] 76, 84, [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] the metacognitive process of inferring or reflecting upon the mental states of other people and/or one's self. 113 The False Belief task is a commonly used measure of mentalizing, or theory of mind, requiring participants to infer the false mental state of a protagonist. 120 While these and other theory of mind tasks involve external stimuli, they also rely on self-generated cognition decoupled from the physical world because humans do not have immediate perceptual access to others' thoughts. 113, 114 Social tasks that do not require individuals to process such internal or self-generated information do not tend to activate the dorsal medial subsystem. 114, 121 Regions throughout this subsystem (with the exception of the right TPJ) also become engaged when individuals are asked to reflect on their own preferences, beliefs, desires, and emotions, 84, 122, 123 though often not as strongly. 84 The dorsal medial subsystem also contributes to social and/or self-reflective aspects of autobiographical memory or future thought. [124] [125] [126] [127] As with the core network, there appear to be important functional differences within the dorsal medial subsystem. While the dmPFC activates during a broad range of social-reflective tasks, including discriminating between thoughts about distinct individuals, 128 the right TPJ activates when individuals are asked to reflect on the beliefs of other people. 129 It should be noted, however, that the dorsal medial subsystem as defined by Yeo et al. 51 encompasses only a small region within the right TPJ, whereas the right TPJ extends more broadly in many theory-of-mind tasks. Other regions within the dorsal medial subsystem have been shown to play a role in broader (i.e., nonreflective or inferential) aspects of mentalizing. These include regions along the left superior temporal sulcus, extending posteriorly into the angular gyrus, and anteriorly into the temporal poles, as well as lateral prefrontal regions likely involved in executive aspects of mentalizing.
114 Consistent with our meta-analysis (Fig. 4) , studies suggest these regions may facilitate the retrieval of semantic and conceptual knowledge (including social knowledge), which is a likely prerequisite of more complex and temporally extended social cognitive processes. 69, 75, 79 The specificity of key regions within the dorsal medial subsystem for social information remains a matter of debate. Although several of these regions tend to be engaged during tasks involving narrative comprehension or inductive reasoning, many of the stimuli employed in such tasks tend to be social in nature. 76, 130 Meta-analyses of both narrativebased and nonnarrative theory-of-mind tasks reveal overlap throughout the dorsal medial subsystem, 76 and meta-analyses of social and nonsocial reasoning tasks reveal that social reasoning tasks sometimes engage the dorsal medial subsystem, while nonsocial reasoning tasks often do not. 130 A recent study observed the dorsal medial subsystem when individuals answered reflective compared to descriptive questions about social and nonsocial scenes, 131 but activity was stronger for social stimuli. Synthesizing these findings, it is possible that our evolutionary social nature may predispose us to preference social over nonsocial information, 132 leading to heightened activity for social material within a key network of regions important for broader conceptual processes. However, it is also likely that regional and/or pattern specificity exists within the dorsal medial subsystem, and this specificity is an important topic for future research.
Interactions among subsystems and implications for the resting state
As the experiments targeting self-generated thought have become more constrained, the roles of the DN subsystems have become clearer. However, it is important to keep in mind that these processes are highly integrated with the function of the network as a whole, and they likely interact or co-occur during many self-generated experiences, 6 including when individuals infer the mental states of a familiar other, 133 imagine future social interactions, 134 or use memory to think about other people. 135, 136 After all, autobiographical memories and selfgenerated thoughts are often characterized by their self-referential and social nature, 12,34,37,124,127,137 and many past and anticipated experiences involve people who are valued. 37, 136 Perhaps not surprisingly, unconstrained periods of rest commonly recruit aspects of all three DN subsystems. 6 
Summary
Our analysis of the functions served by the DN suggests that it comprises multiple subsystems, each contributing specific processes characterizing selfgenerated thought. We propose that a DN core works to represent information that is personally relevant, the medial temporal subsystem allows an individual to bring associative information to mind to construct coherent mental scenes, and the dorsal medial subsystem allows information related to self and other to be reflected upon in a meta-cognitive manner, likely using stored conceptual knowledge. We argue that by functioning in combination, these different neural systems support much of the mental content underlying self-generated thought.
Viewing the DN on a finer scale also helps resolve discrepancies among prior theories behind the function of the DN involvement in scene construction, 96 associative prediction, 95, 111 constructive episodic simulation, 97, 98 self processing, 70 and mentalizing. 118, 119, 138 For example, scene construction, constructive episodic simulation, and associative prediction fit well with previous findings regarding the medial temporal subsystem; self-related functions correspond best with proposed functions of the DN core; and mentalizing is likely a function of the dorsal medial subsystem. Of note, our findings also implicate each DN component in aspects of conceptual processing, including the storage, retrieval, and/or integration of conceptual knowledge, consistent with prior theories. 69, 79 Indeed, concepts form the basic building blocks of more complex self-generated thoughts, including our autobiographical memories and future plans. Whether distinct domains of knowledge are linked to unique DN components, as suggested by the reviewed research, is an important avenue of future research. Future studies should also explore possible functional differences between left-and rightlateralized regions within the DN subsystems, particularly with respect to their role in social cognition and episodic/autobiographical memory.
Dynamic interactions and top-down control of self-generated thought and the DN
Despite the important role of the DN in selfgenerated thought, the network also exhibits dynamic interactions with a number of other distributed large-scale brain networks (Fig. 5) . The most investigated of these interactions includes its anticorrelation with the dorsal attention network (DAN) and its modulation and coupling with the frontoparietal control network (FPCN) to facilitate goal-directed cognition. In this section, we consider the possible functions of these network interactions.
Anticorrelations and perceptual decoupling
The DN has an anticorrelated or antiphase relationship with the DAN, 14,139,140 a brain system consisting of the posterior PFC, the inferior precentral sulcus, the superior occipital gyrus, the middle temporal motion complex, and the superior parietal lobule 14, 51, 141 (Fig. 5A) . The DAN supports visuospatial processing, 141 and its engagement results in the suppression of the DN. 142 This dynamic balance emerges in early childhood 143 and is reduced with advancing age. 144 The magnitude of anticorrelation also relates to cognitive performance 145 and certain psychopathological disorders (see below). [146] [147] [148] In many empirical contexts, suppression of the DN is adaptive and necessary for effective completion of cognitive tasks that require attention to experimental stimuli.
Patterns of anticorrelation between the DN and the DAN are thought to support competitive relationships between an internal focus of attention that occurs during self-generated thought and attention to concurrent environmental stimuli. Task-unrelated thoughts are often associated with a reduction in the evoked response in the electroencephalogram (EEG) that reflects the processing of external information, [149] [150] [151] [152] even when such information is irrelevant to the task. 153 Importantly, the reduction in evoked response during mind-wandering has been observed for early EEG components that are thought to index perceptual processing. 149 Altogether these studies provide experiential evidence that the occurrence of self-generated thought reduces the processing of sensory information, a phenomenon that has been termed perceptual decoupling. 1, 2, 154, 155 One question raised by these findings is whether the competition between the DN and the DAN reflects a situation that is necessary for the integrity of self-generated thought processes. It is possible, for example, that perceptual decoupling has adaptive value because it corresponds to a situation in which the competition of perceptual input for attention is reduced, allowing self-generated thought to persist with fewer interruptions. 2 This is an important question for future research.
Default network and FPCN interactions
Many higher order cognitive functions depend on top-down regulatory processes to ensure that relevant goals are achieved, and the personal and social goals that the DN serves are no exception. It is now widely established that the FPCN plays an important role in executive control of attention. [156] [157] [158] [159] Central regions include the dorsal lateral PFC and the anterior inferior parietal lobe, yet RSFC investigations have revealed an extended system additionally including the rostral PFC, the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), the frontal operculum/anterior insula, the precuneus, and the posterior inferior lateral temporal cortex. 51, 160 This system can be further subdivided into two subsystems: the frontalparietal and the cingulo-opercular networks. 161 Although spatially distinct, the FPCN is anatomically interposed between the default and dorsal attention networks, 51, 160, 162 suggesting it may play an important modulatory role in the activation and suppression of these other networks based on switching goal states. Consistent with this notion, there is a high level of intrinsic functional integration among the default and frontoparietal control systems. 54, 163 Moreover, all of these networks appear to be functionally segregated from sensorimotor systems, 54 suggesting a dedicated role for these regions and their dynamic interactions in the implementation of higher cognitive processes.
Most studies investigating the FPCN have done so in the context of externally directed tasks where task goals depend on different stimulus-response contingencies. However, the FPCN has also been shown to play an important role in regulating selfgenerated mnemonic, social, and emotional information, and does so by varying its functional connectivity with the DAN or the DN, respectively. Spreng and colleagues 162 collected fMRI data from participants during completion of two different planning tasks: visuospatial planning, as assessed by the well-established Tower of London task, and autobiographical planning, as assessed by a novel task that required participants to devise personal plans, such as how to get out of debt in order to meet specific goals. Visuospatial planning engaged the DAN, whereas autobiographical planning engaged the DN. Both engaged the FPCN and, critically, task-related functional connectivity analyses indicated that this network was coupled with the DN during autobiographical planning and with the DAN during visuospatial planning. Gao et al. 143 observed a similar pattern of large-scale network interactivity as participants alternated between a motor sequence task and watching a movie.
There is now a relatively extensive body of work suggesting that default and control networks can cooperate to perform particular mental operations. For example, Gerlach et al. 164 examined brain activity during a problem-solving task involving mental simulations. Relative to a semantic processing control task, problem solving engaged several key regions within the DN, including the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and the PCC, as well as a region of the lateral PFC linked to executive processing. In the context of autobiographical planning, DN-to-FPCN coupling was found to be specific to actively imagining the steps necessary to attain a personal goal, not imagining events associated with the achieved outcome. 165 Similarly, a parametric modulation of keeping track of person information provides evidence for the coactivation of the DN and the FPCN during social working memory, 166, 167 while another study showed that DN regions coactivated with regions of the FPCN when participants evaluated creative ideas. 168 All of these tasks depend on the maintenance or extended evaluation of internal information in the service of a goal, leading to the suggestion that these forms of large-scale interactions reflect temporally extended evaluation of selfgenerated thoughts. The dynamic interactions between the FPCN and the default and dorsal attention networks may also account for the involvement of the FPCN in certain forms of self-regulation, 169, 170 emotion regulation, 171,172 memory suppression, 173 and task-unrelated thought. 19 The flexible modulation hypothesis receives additional support from Spreng and colleagues, 163 who used measures of RSFC MRI and graph analyses to further examine relations among the DN, the FPCN, and the DAN in the absence of an overt task (Fig. 5C ). Converging the findings with those from task-based fMRI, the authors observed little positive connectivity between default and dorsal attention networks, accompanied by a high degree of connectivity between each of these networks and the FPCN, with preferential patterns of pairwise connectivity among core network nodes (Fig. 5) . Additionally, Chang and Glover 174 used a sliding-window correlation approach to demonstrate that temporal relationships between the DN and the FPCN dynamically fluctuate across shorttime scales. Whether this temporal variability parallels dynamic shifts in attentional focus remains an interesting avenue for future research.
Within the behavioral literature on self-generated thought, multiple lines of research support the notion that internally guided thought can depend upon executive processes. For example, studies routinely show that the occurrence of self-generated thought is reduced by tasks with a working-memory component. 18, 175 This working-memory suppression of self-generated thought is especially true of experiences focused on the future. 30, 40 Such evidence is consistent with the notion that at least some forms of self-generated thought require executive resources. Participants who generate more task-unrelated thoughts during less demanding conditions have a higher working memory capacity, 176 show less impulsive economic decision making, 177, 178 and tend to engage in self-generated thoughts pertaining to autobiographical plans. 33 By contrast, under more demanding task conditions, individuals with greater cognitive control generate fewer thoughts that are unrelated to the task at hand. 26, 179, 180 Together these findings have been suggested to reflect the experiential equivalent of the contextual changes in the correlation between the frontoparietal and default networks, 2 and provide support for the context regulation hypothesis 10 (see below).
Summary
The reviewed evidence suggests that the DN exhibits complex interactions with several additional large-scale networks, and one open question is what function these interactions serve. One possibility is that together they reflect the neural processes that allow individuals to make progress on goals that depend upon input from the present moment as well as goals that do not. Both exogenous and endogenous loci of information processing are necessary for navigating the complex environment in which we live, and each is likely to contribute to adaptive behavior under different situations. The anticorrelation between perceptual and internal systems may reflect a necessary condition for the brain to focus in a detailed manner on one stream to the exclusion of the other. 2, 181, 182 The FPCN (as well as the salience network; Box 3) may in turn, mediate internally and externally directed cognition by maintaining a dynamic balance between the default and attention networks. 15, 155, 160, 162, 163 Disruption of the DN and self-generated thought Thus far, we have synthesized evidence suggesting that the DN contributes to adaptive forms of selfgenerated cognition. A clear prediction from these findings is that anatomical or functional disruptions of the network will have severe consequences for normal psychological functioning. Indeed, DN alterations have been reported in numerous mental health disorders and neurological diseases, including depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), psychopathy, substance abuse, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), autism, Tourette's syndrome, Alzheimer's disease (AD), semantic dementia (SD), and chronic pain (among others). 7, 43, 183, 184 On the basis of the conceptual framework outlined above, a closer look into these patient populations reveals that both the nature and topographical locations of DN alterations often differ across disorders, paralleling varied symptom profiles. While disorders of integrity (e.g., AD) are often associated with hypoactivation or connectivity of a particular DN component and impairments in specific aspects of self-generated cognition, disorders of content (e.g., depression), and regulation (e.g., ADHD) are typically associated with hyperactivation and hyperconnectivity, paralleled by polarized or excessive forms of selfgenerated thought. Below, we propose three different mechanisms that explain how psychopathological states can be linked to variations in the function of the DN. However, it is important to note that many studies do not assess whether group differences in motion, respiration, and other confounds can explain observed differences in activity or connectivity. 185 Further consideration of these possible confounds will be necessary moving forward.
Box 3. The salience network: toggling between external perception and self-generated thoughts
The salience network encompasses the dACC, the anterior insulae (aINS), the supramarginal gyrus extending ventrally into the superior temporal sulcus, and the posterior dorsal cingulate sulcus. 51 Evidence suggests that the salience network is involved in the detection of behaviorally significant stimuli in the external environment 243 and plays a key role in dynamically switching between external and internal modes of attention. The right aINS has previously been identified as a critical node for suppressing DN activity and reallocating attentional resources to salient events. 244, 245 In a compelling study of traumatic brain injury, the structural integrity of the white matter tracts linking the dACC and the aINS predicted the degree of suppression of the DN during a stop-signal task, a measure of inhibitory control. 246 To date, the evidence in favor of the salience network's role in dynamic switching and reorienting of attention comes from salient external tasks that lead to the suppression of the DN. It is therefore an open question whether this system can enhance activity in the DN, potentially in response to a salient internal thought. However, there is little positive RSFC between the default and salience networks, and key regions of the salience network are more aligned with the DAN (Fig. 5B-C) . It is possible that the ventral PCC subserves this function for salient internal representations.
The integrity hypothesis of DN function
If the network's adaptive value arises because it supports self-generated goal states, diseases targeting the integrity of this system-leading to hypoactivation and hypoconnectivity-should have catastrophic consequences on self-generated cognition. We refer to this idea as the integrity hypothesis of DN function.
In healthy older adults, the integrity of the DN is diminished both in function 186, 187 and structure, 188 and observed declines are associated with impairments in memory function. Further, social cognitive deficits in aging have been associated with reductions in activity within the dmPFC. 189 More dramatic changes emerge in the context of pathological aging. Alzheimer's disease and forms of frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), including semantic dementia and behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia, are neurodegenerative disorders that target relatively distinct regions within and outside the DN. [190] [191] [192] [193] The pathology of Alzheimer's disease primarily affects the PCC and the medial temporal subsystem. 191, 192, 194 Consistent with their hypothesized functions, atrophy of these regions predicts severe impairments in episodic/autobiographical memory and episodic future thought. 193, [195] [196] [197] However, as anatomical and functional disruption extends more broadly with disease progression, individuals with Alzheimer's disease exhibit noticeable impairments in self-reflective, social, and executive aspects of self-generated thought. 191, [198] [199] [200] In contrast to Alzheimer's disease, frontotemporal lobar degeneration more specifically affects the dorsal medial subsystem, the amPFC, and the salience network, with degeneration extending from dorsal to ventral prefrontal regions and into the lateral temporal cortex. 43, 192 Consistent with this degeneration, symptoms include alterations in personality and impairments in social functioning, selfreflection, emotional processing, and autobiographical memory/future thought. 43, [195] [196] [197] 201 Finally, semantic dementia is associated with degeneration of the lateral temporal lobes extending into MTL structures. 43, 192 Semantic dementia typically presents with impairments in semantic knowledge, language, emotion processing, autobiographical memory, and construction of future scenariospossibly due to the insidious deterioration of conceptual knowledge. 43, [202] [203] [204] Deficits in episodic future thinking in semantic dementia also correlate with the degree of atrophy in temporal structures. 196 In summary, disorders that affect the integrity of the DN's structural or functional neuroanatomy (e.g., aging, neurodegenerative disease, focal lesions, 105 or disorders of consciousness 205 ) will produce marked impairments in the quality of self-generated thought and may compromise the production mechanism altogether.
The content regulation hypothesis of adaptive DN function Although self-generated thought and DN activity has an adaptive potential, it does not necessarily follow that all attempts at self-generated thought improve cognitive functioning or psychological well-being. Polarized or excessive self-generated thoughts may signify serious mental health problems, delusions, and chronic distraction, and these symptoms may be associated with heightened patterns of DN activity or connectivity. Below, we propose two additional mechanisms to explain why selfgenerated thoughts might be beneficial for some yet harmful for others (see also Ref. 10).
Our first hypothesis (termed the content regulation hypothesis) 10 proposes that harnessing the beneficial aspects of self-generated thought and associated DN activity requires the ability to adaptively regulate the content underlying this internal experience. Impairments in content regulation often manifest as polarized forms of internal thinking (i.e., most thoughts pertain to similar content), with difficulty flexibly shifting between different types of self-generated thought. While disorders of content are often linked to broad negative consequences for cognitive functioning and well-being, the precise nature of the consequences are likely to vary as a function of the content itself. 42, 206 For example, excessive focus on negatively valenced or past-related thoughts may be a signature of depression, 207, 208 while excessive focus on overly confident, positive, and grandiose thoughts may be indicative of disorders involving manic states. 209 Forms of thinking characterized as being too focal or specific could signify autism spectrum disorders, 210 while rumination has been linked to styles of thinking characterized as too general, often with an elevated selffocus. 211, 212 Self-generated thoughts characterized by an exaggerated likelihood and severity of personal harm are associated with many anxiety disorders, including phobias and OCD. 213, 214 Interestingly, recent findings suggest that thought content relates to psychological well-being even in nonclinical samples. For example, individuals who report a predominance of negative and personally significant thoughts score higher on depressive questionnaires, while those who characterize their thoughts as overly general/abstract also tend to be higher in trait rumination. 12 Given the role of distinct DN components in different aspects of self-generated thought, the polarized content apparent in mental health disorders could manifest as tradeoffs between hyper-and hypoactivity or connectivity among DN subsystems, or with other large-scale brain systems contributing to self-generated thought. For example, mood disorders including major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder are associated with enhanced activity and connectivity of DN structures with key regions of the limbic and/or salience networks. 147, 148, [215] [216] [217] [218] [219] This pattern may reflect the fact that depressed individuals tend to exhibit a perseverative focus on unachievable or failed goal states, which could maintain, if not exacerbate, states of negative affect-a process that has been termed depressive interlock. 220 Individuals with OCD exhibit enhanced connectivity between the mPFC and the ventral striatum, 221 while individuals with chronic pain exhibit enhanced connectivity between the mPFC and the insula, a region important for the perception of pain. 222 Finally, alterations in self-referential thought and social cognition in schizophrenia manifest as increased PCC activation during social reflection and reduced vmPFC activation. 223 A major theme of psychological interventions, such as cognitive behavior therapy, involves altering the content of self-generated thoughts through a process known as cognitive restructuring. 224 Similarly, mindfulness and/or acceptance interventions that seek to alter an individual's relationship with his/her internal thoughts through the practice of decentering or defusion may have adaptive downstream effects on the regulation of thought content. [225] [226] [227] The neurocognitive effects of these therapeutic interventions with respect to the DN mark an important avenue for future research.
The context regulation hypothesis of adaptive DN function A focus on self-generated thoughts is most likely appropriate when the external environment is relatively nondemanding; in these contexts the perceptual neglect that accompanies self-generated thought is less likely to undermine the integrity of external goals. A final form of psychopathology could, therefore, be a failure to regulate selfgenerated thought to a context when it does not interfere with ongoing tasks. We refer to this idea as the context regulation hypothesis of adaptive DN function. 10 Whereas the content regulation hypothesis refers to which topics self-generated thoughts typically concern, the context regulation hypothesis refers to when such thoughts occur. Many
Box 4. Outstanding questions on the role of the default network in self-generated experiences
In this review, we have focused on the idea that the DN plays an important role in many aspects of self-generated thought. Despite support for this general principle, several key questions remain (see main text for additional questions):
r Is self-generated thought restricted to the DN? As reviewed in the main text, the rich variety of self-generated experiences reflects one of the more complex aspects of human cognition. Given its intricate nature, the full extent of self-generated thought is unlikely to be attributable to a single network of regions, and the brain regions involved in self-generated thought may critically depend upon both the content underlying the experience (see also Ref. 247 ) and the precise process by which the experience occurs. 2 The DN exhibits complex temporal interactions with other neural systems, including the anticorrelation between the DN and the dorsal attention network, as well as its cooperation with the FPCN in ensuring integrity in a self-generated train of thought. Furthermore, coordinated neural processes that occur during periods of unconstrained rest are not limited to the DN, but are present in almost all of the networks activated by a task. 248 Together, these different lines of evidence converge on the notion that the DN's coordination and competition with many other largescale networks may be important in dictating the variety of human self-generated experiences that we experience in daily life.
r What are the specific computational processes subserved by the DN? The DN is a large-scale distributed network of brain regions. Spatial distribution is a common and defining feature of neural networks and affords computational complexity because complex cognitive states emerge through the interaction of different lower level component processes. One important question, therefore, is, Which level can describe the computations performed by different regions within the DN? It seems unlikely that spatially distinct regions (such as the PCC or mPFC) support computations that are redundant with one another; rather, these different regions likely serve complementary functions that, in combination, allow more complex phenomena (such as autobiographical thought) to emerge. However, to fully describe the functions of the network, it will be necessary to devise experiments that target lower level processes and use neuroimaging techniques that allow faster temporal resolution, finer spatial resolution, and extraction of specific patterns of activity within subsystems. disorders are characterized by dysfunctional regulation of both content and context, and alterations in both processes are likely to yield devastating consequences on cognitive functioning and well-being.
Many disorders including ADHD, schizophrenia, depression, rumination, and OCD have difficulty regulating the occurrence of self-generated thoughts. These impairments often manifest as increased distractibility or elevated levels of mindwandering, 212, [228] [229] [230] [231] as well as hyperactivity of the DN and weaker anticorrelations with networks involved in external attention. [146] [147] [148] 229, [232] [233] [234] [235] By contrast, individuals with improved executive control are able to limit their self-generated thought to nondemanding or unimportant contexts. 10, 176, 178 In addition to these manifestations, individuals with ADHD also exhibit elevated response-time variability, 236 supporting theories that the DN interferes with maintenance of external task goals by periodically disrupting on-task attention. 146, 232 Depressed individuals, particularly those who ruminate, have "sticky thoughts" and problems updating the contents of working memory and switching tasks, such that prior goal states exert a stronger influence on on-going mental processes than normal. 237, 238 Depressed individuals who ruminate also exhibit greater dominance of the DN compared to the DAN during rest. 239 Finally, disruptions in the functional integrity of control networks in schizophrenia 240 may result in a hyperactive DN, 147, 148, 235 and may be an important source of blurred boundaries between internal thoughts and the external world. 241 Together, these studies suggest that for many psychopathological conditions, an inability to control the occurrence of excessive or distracting self-generated thoughts in a context-dependent manner may lead to impairments in ongoing tasks, thus providing basic support for the context regulation hypothesis.
Summary
The last decade has seen an increase in our understanding of both the DN and its capacity to engage in thoughts that do not arise directly from perception. These complex mental processes, a central aspect of normal neurocognitive functioning, are supported, in part, by specific subsystems within the DN and dynamic interactions with other largescale systems involved in cognitive control and attention. These observations explain why the network is an essential part of normal human functioning and yet can be a critical element of poor psychological well-being. Although some states of psychopathology result from compromised integrity of the DN, others reflect a failure to regulate DN activity and self-generated thoughts to contexts when its psychological functions are appropriate, or to content that is adaptive in nature. Despite significant progress in understanding the DN, several important questions remain for future research (Box 4).
